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QUESTION: 1
ABC Oil Company purchased an L700 library with 10 DLT8000 (High Voltage Differential)
tape drives. You have been asked to connect all the tape drives to a Brocade Fabric switch
using Crossroads SCSI/Fibre channel router/bridge. Which action must you take to configure
the drive connections?

A. Connect the Crossroad bridge to the DLT8000 drives using a 25m Fibre cable and terminate
with a differential low voltage terminator.
B. Connect the Crossroads bridge to the DLT8000 drives using a 15m SCSI cable and
terminate the bus with a single ended SCSI terminator.
C. Connect the Crossroads bridge to the DLT8000 drives using a 10m SCSI cable and
terminate the bus with a differential low voltage terminator.
D. Connect the Crossroads bridge to the DLT8000 drives using a 20m SCSI cable and
terminate the bus with a differential high voltage terminator.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 2
A customer has an L700 with four 9840 tape drives and 100 cartridges that are bar coded. The
Backup Administrator must add a client. From where in the GUI interface do you add a client?

A. Client List under Server Menu
B. Client Setup under Client Menu
C. Client Menu under Client Setup
D. Client Setup under Server Menu

Answer: B

QUESTION: 3
Which describes how a tape is automatically cloned?

A. After the backup has completed, the tape is rewound and copied to the clone tape.
B. While the backup is running, it writes the backup to both the backup tape and the clone tape.
C. While the backup is running, it writes to the clone then to the regular backup tape which is
normally stored offsite.
D. While the backup is running, the regular backup tape is written to, but the data is cached and
then written to the clone tape with a slight delay from the original tape.
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Answer: A

QUESTION: 4
Which three are known reliable recording formats for tape drives? (Choose three.)

A. serial
B. parallel
C. serpentine
D. helical scan
E. synchronous
F. asynchronous

Answer: B, C, D

QUESTION: 5
A backup server has a direct attached SCSI disk and a DLT7000 tape drive. The peak read
throughput of the disk drive is 8Mbytes/sec. The Ultra SCSI HBAs (40Mbytes/sec throughput)
are used for disk and tape drive. What is the maximum throughput of data that can be written to
the tape drive without any compression?

A. 8 Mbytes/sec
B. 5 Mbytes/sec
C. 40 Mbytes/sec
D. 10 Mbytes/sec

Answer: B

QUESTION: 6
One important aspect that you must consider when doing backups is the size of the backup
window. You will need to determine how long your backups are going to take in order to know
what an appropriate window will be. Which is the formula for calculating backup time?

A. backup time = restore time / data size
B. backup time = transfer rate / data size
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C. backup time = data size / transfer rate
D. backup time = transfer rate / restore time

Answer: C

QUESTION: 7
What is the definition of multistreaming?

A. the sending of a single thread to multiple tapes or disk devices
B. the sending of multiple threads from a single system to a backup server
C. the sending of data from multiple sources to a single tape or disk device
D. the sending of multiple streams from several systems to multiple backup servers

Answer: B

QUESTION: 8
How does multiplexing differ from multistreaming?

A. It sends a single thread to multiple tapes or disk devices.
B. It sends multiple threads from a single system to a backup server.
C. It sends data from multiple sources to a single tape or disk device.
D. It sends multiple streams from several systems to multiple backup servers.

Answer: C
QUESTION: 9
Which does a switched-fabric tape SAN enable?
A. centralized administration
B. backup process automation
C. Network backups for small remote hosts
D. sharing of tape resources among many servers
Answer: D
QUESTION: 10
Which is a Disaster Recovery Plan?
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